
TAKAYUKI SUZUKI

I have known Takayuki Suzuki since I first started visit-
ing Japan, mainly thanks to the fact that he is in charge 
of the bars at the Park Hotel and Shiba Park. He has 
been provider of drinks, counsellor, hospitable host 
and a solicitous friend. His book, The Perfect Martini, 
is a must-read. 
 He is also one of the deepest thinkers about bar-
tending that I know. Sit with him at one of his bars and 
you meet someone who is part-psychologist, part- 
therapist and part-shaman. When he still tended the 
bars he would slide a drink over to you. ‘I hope you like 
this,’ is all he would say. You’d ask for the ingredients 
and then its name. ‘That’s up to you. I’ve just made it 
up because I think it suits your mood.’ You sipped it. 
Boom – he had done it again. He’d smile gently and 
step back, almost into the shadows. 
 It’s normal for a visitor to take the straight-back, 
hands-clasped-in-front stance of the Japanese bar-
tender as reticence. There are few – Horigami at Zoe-
trope, Yamashita-san at Three Martini, Hidetsugu Ueno 
at the legendary High Five – who break the fourth wall 
and become more involved, but even there, there will 

be a relationship established with you as the customer 
and them as the bartender. It’s called service. 
 Imagine this scenario. Three of us walk into a bar. 
One of us wants a beer, the other a glass of water, 
and I’ll have a cocktail. In the West, the cocktail will 
be laboured over, the beer quickly poured, the water 
possibly forgotten and sent over as an afterthought. 
In Japan, each of these drinks will be served with the 
same care and attention – the best drink that the bar-
tender can make at that moment: right glassware, right 
temperature, right presentation.
 It’s an example of the concept of ichi-go ichi-e: 
‘one time, one meeting, one encounter’ which, thanks 
to the work of international bartender Stan Vadrna and 
Nikka, is becoming more appreciated outside Japan. 
The bartender has only one chance to make you wel-
come, to make you comfortable, to give you the best 
drink he can at that moment. Right concentration, right 
mindfulness, right speech, right thought, right action. 
 We sit at the bar at the Park and chat this over. ‘In 
this way, the bartender isn’t the hero. He has to ask 
what kind of taste do you like, what’s going on, how 
are you? Check the mood. The drink is more important 
than the bartender.’
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 It extends to his approach to whisky. ‘Scotch 
has strong advance flavour, so you can recognize 
its character very quickly. Japanese whisky is very 
quiet: “Come on … wake up!” When I taste it, I prefer 
two glasses, one straight and one a wine glass and 
roll between the two. That movement helps me find 
the secret of flavour.’
 So, that quietness. It has shibui? ‘Yes. And the 
approach is about respect for the object. It is “Look 
at me, I am the hero”. It’s the same with ice.’
 Again, though, Western bartenders – and drink-
ers – get caught up with technique and the tools. 
It’s like with whisky; the obsession with size, shape, 
numbers distracts you from what matters: flavour. To 
accentuate the role of ice, he builds his drinks from that 
element up. ‘Crushed ice allows you to drink alcohol 
at extra-low temperature, so it is perfect for a summer 
drink when it is humid. People will ask for a “Yamazaki 
Mist” as that’s what happens to the glass.’
 So the seasons are important? ‘We have to know 
what kind of food to find in the four or five days of that 
“season” and that means the bartender has to change 
the taste of the cocktail. Beginning of spring is good 
for Hakushu; the end of autumn is Yamazaki 18 – at the 

beginning it would be on an ice ball as you still need 
to cool down a little.’ 
 Ah. The ice ball. The symbol of Japanese bartend-
ing. In every bar you will hear the tinkling of shards 
of ice being chipped away. You can now buy ice-ball 
moulds so you can do it at home. 
 That’s missing the point. The ice ball isn’t there for 
show; it is there for a reason. ‘If I could make a better 
drink by throwing a bottle, I’d do it,’ Kishi had said to 
me earlier with a giant laugh. ‘But you don’t see sushi 
chefs spinning fish, do you?’
 The ice ball allows the whisky to be cooled and 
very slightly diluted, but for Suzuki there are other 
layers. There always are. ‘A long time ago, in the times 
of the shoguns, ice was a gift to powerful people; it was 
government-controlled. Only the elite could eat ice, 
and therefore the image of ice is a symbol of power. 
Its quality is a sign of hospitality. 
 ‘A design concept is good if it is close to nature,’ 
he continues. ‘In kaiseki, for example, the concept is 
a mountain, because the mountain makes snow, the 
snow makes the river, the water gives food, then it 
 
An ice ball is more than decoration.


